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ABSOLUTELY SUMMING AND DOMINATED OPERATORS ON

SPACES OF VECTOR-VALUED CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

BY

CHARLES SWARTZ

ABSTRACT. A. Pietsch has shown that the class of dominated linear operators on C(5)

coincides with the class of absolutely summing operators. If the space C(S) is replaced by

CX(S), where A" is a Banach space, this is no longer the case. However, any absolutely

summing operator is always dominated, and the classes of operators coincide exactly when

X is finite dimensional. A characterization of absolutely summing operators on CX(S) is

given.

In this paper we consider absolutely summing and dominated linear operators

on spaces of vector-valued continuous functions. In the case where the domain

of the operators is C(S), these two classes of operators coincide [6, 2.3.4], but in

the first section we show that this is not the case when vector-valued functions

are considered. In the second section we give a characterization of absolutely

summing maps on spaces of vector-valued continuous functions.

Throughout this paper X, Y will denote Banach spaces, and 5 will denote a

compact Hausdorff space with the a-algebra ¡B of Borel sets. The space of all

continuous functions/ : S —» A will be denoted by CX(S), and it will be assumed

that CX(S) is equipped with the sup norm, ||/|| = sup{||/(r)|| : t E S}. In case X

is either the real or complex numbers, we abbreviate CX(S) to C(S).

A continuous linear map T : CX(S) —> Y is said to be dominated if there is a

positive regular measure v on S such that

|| Tf || Í fs ||/(/)|| dv(t)       forfECx(S)

[2,111.19.3].
A continuous linear map F : A —> Y is said to be absolutely summing if F

carries weakly unconditionally convergent series (w.u.c. series) into absolutely

convergent series ([6, Chapter 2]; [4, Anhang]). (Here we are using the terminol-

ogy of Pefczyñski [1]; a series 2 x„ in A is said to be w.u.c. if 2 K-*'.*n)l < °°

for each x' E A'.) We denote the space of all absolutely summing operators from

A into Y by cA£(X, Y).

Theorem 2.3.4 of [6] establishes the relationship between the dominated and

absolutely summing maps defined on C(S). Indeed, from this result it follows that

a continuous linear operator F : C(S) -> Y is dominated iff F is absolutely
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summing. In § 1 we show that this is not the case for operators defined on spaces

of type CX(S).

I would like to thank the referee for his useful comments. Part (ii) of Theorems

7, 8, 11 and 12 are due to his remarks. Example 1 which gives a negative answer

to a problem posed in the original version of the paper is also due to the referee.

1. Dominated and absolutely summing maps. We first show that any absolutely

summing operator is dominated. For this we require several preliminary results.

Lemma  1. Let X be a B-space. A  series 2 x„  is w.u.c. in X iff the set

A = (2n6o x„ : a E F(N)} is bounded, where F(N) denotes the family of all finite

subsets of the positive integers N.

Proof. If 2 x„ is w.u.c, then for any a G F(7V) and x' E A", |<V, 2„ x„}\

= 2i°° Kx'>-OI < °° so A is bounded by the uniform boundedness principle.

If A is bounded, there exists M > 0 such that ||2o*nll — M for all a. If

x' E X', then \(x', 20x„>| S M\\x'\\ so that 2,°° \(x',xn}\ á 4M\\x'\\ [6, 1.1.2]

and 2 xn is w.u.c.

Lemma 2. // 2 <i>„ is w.u.c. in C(S), then 2 |<i>„ | is w.u.c. in C(S).

Proof. By Lemma 1, there exists M > 0 such that HSo^JI = M for a

E F(N). Thus for each / G S, |2„ *»(0| = M for a G F(N), and 2, |<i>n(OI

á 4M for a G F(N) [6, 1.1.2]. Hence ||2„ kill = 4M and 2 |<i>n| is w.u.c. by
Lemma 1.

We denote by rcabv(S, A") the set of all regular, countably additive, A"-valued

measures u on S of finite variation equipped with the norm ||u|| = v(¡f). (Here

r(/x) denotes the variation of u over 5 [3, III.1.4].) The dual of CX(S) and

rcabv(S, A") are isometrically isomorphic under the pairing <F,/>

= fsf(t)dp.(t),fE CX(S), where T E CX(S)' and u G rcabv(B,A") [5, p. 735].

Lemma 3. Let 2 <t>n be w.u.c. in C(S) and{x„} C X be such that \\xn || = 1. Then

2 <t>nxn is w.u.c. in CX(S).

Proof. Let v E rcabv(2B,A')(= CX(S)'). For a G F(N),

\V, 2 $nX„y = 2 (v,<t>nXn) = 2  fs <t>ndfXn

so that by Lemma 2,

|(", 2 <M„)| ̂  2 X \<Pn\dv(fx„) ^ fs (2 kl) dv(v)

^ sup{||2 kill : o E F(N)jv(p)(S) < 00.

Hence {2„ <p„ x„ : a G F(N)} is weak-bounded, and therefore norm-bounded. By

Lemma l,^ <j>nx„ is w.u.c.
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For our Theorem we recall the following results of Dinculeanu [2]. If

F : CX(S) -* Y is linear and continuous, then there is a unique linear, continuous

map F* : C(S) -> L(X, Y) such that T(<¡>x) = T*<p(x) for cf> G C(S), x G A [2,

III.19.2]. (Here F(A, Y) denotes the bounded linear operators from A into Y.)

Moreover, Fis dominated iff F* is dominated [2, III.19.3].

Theorem 4. If T : CX(S) —> Y is absolutely summing, then T* is absolutely

summing.

Proof. Let 2 0« be w.u.c. in C(S). Let e > 0, and for each n pick x„ E X such

that ||jc„|| S 1 and \\T*<¡>n\\ á \\T# <¡>n(xn)\\ + e/2". Now by Lemma 3, 2 <¡>n*n

is w.u.c. in CX(S) so 2 \\T(<i>nxn)W = 2 F#<í>n(*JII < «. Hence 2 11^*^11
< oo, and T* is absolutely summing.

Corollary 5. If T : CX(S) —» F « absolutely summing, then T is dominated.

Proof. By the Theorem F* is absolutely summing, and thus F* is dominated

[6, 2.3.4]. Hence F is dominated [2, III. 19.3, Theorem 4].

It follows fairly readily from Pietsch's result [6, 2.3.4] that any dominated

operator F : CX(S) -> Y is absolutely summing when A is finite dimensional. For

assume that A is n-dimensional and, for convenience, assume that A is a real

vector space. (That is, X = Rn.) Denote by 8J the vector in A with 1 in the jib

coordinate and 0 in the other coordinates. If F : CX(S) —* Y is linear and

bounded, then F induces n linear operators F : C(S) -» Y defined by F($)

= Tifi&i), <p G C(S).

We then have F/= 2JL, Z/y for/=(/,,... ,/J in C^A), and F(<i>) = T{$V)

for 0 G C(S). From these relationships, it is easy to see that F is dominated iff

each Tj is dominated iff each T¡ is absolutely summing [6, 2.3.4] iff Fis absolutely

summing.

We show that the property above actually characterizes finite dimensional

spaces.

Theorem 6. If the B-space X is such that any dominated linear operator

T : CX(S) —> A is absolutely summing, then X is finite dimensional.

Proof. Fix t G S. Define F : CX(S) -» A by Tf = /(/), / G C^(S). Then F is

dominated since ||F/|| = fs \\f(s)\\ d8,(s), where Ô, is the Dirac measure concen-

trated at /. By hypothesis F is absolute summing.

Assume now that 2 *„ is w.u.c. in A and pick <p G C(S) such that <¡>(t) = 1.

Then 2 <pxn is w.u.c. in CX(S) by Lemma 1. Thus 2 T(<f>x„) = 2 *n is absolutely

summable. Hence by the generalized Dvoretzky-Rogers theorem of Pietsch [9,

Theorem 8], A is finite dimensional.

From the proof above we see that if A is any infinite dimensional F-space,

there is a dominated linear operator T : CX(S) -* A which is not absolutely

summing. That is, the converse of Corollary 5 is not valid.
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2. Characterization of absolutely summing maps. In this section we give a

characterization of absolutely summing operators on CX(S). Recall that a

bounded linear operator F : CX(S) -> Y has a representation

Tf= fsf(t)dm(t),       fECx(S),

where m : S -> L(A, F") is a finitely additive measure of bounded semivariation

[6, III. 19.5]. (Here L(X, Y") denotes all the bounded linear operators from A into

Y" equipped with the usual operator norm.) We refer to the measure m as the

representing measure of F, and we give a characterization of absolutely summing

operators in terms of its representing measure. We also give a characterization of

absolutely summing operators in terms of the operator F#.

Theorem 7. Let T : CX(S) —* Y be absolutely summing. Then:

(i) For each B E S3 the map m(B) : X —» Y is absolutely summing.

(ii) For each <j> G C(S) the map T* <b : X —» Y is absolutely summing.

Proof. For (i) recall we have the formula

(1) m(B)x = T"(CBx),        x E A,

for the representing measure m (see [6, III. 19.5]; here CB denotes the character-

istic function of B and CBx denotes the continuous linear functional defined on

rcabv(S,A") by <Qx,/-> = <v(B),x}).

If 2 xn is w.u.c. in X, then 2 CBx„ is also w.u.c. in CX(S)" by Lemma 1. Since

T" is absolutely summing [8, Satz 15], formula (1) shows m(B) is absolutely

summing so that (i) follows. For <f> G C(S), 2 <t>xn is w.u.c. in CX(S) by Lemma

1, so T*<j>(xn) is absolutely summable and (ii) follows.

If F : CX(S) —> Y is absolutely summing, then F is dominated (Corollary 5),

and the measure m therefore has bounded variation [6, III.19.3]. We show that it

also has bounded variation with respect to the absolutely summing norm [7, §7];

[4, Anhang] and the operator F* is absolutely summing from C(S) into

c4JS(X, Y). For this we recall some facts pertaining to the absolutely summing

norm.

If F is a normed linear space, then lw(E) [4, Anhang 2.1] denotes the vector

space of all sequences {x„} such that 2 x„ is w.u.c. (weakly summable in the

terminology of Pietsch [6]). (Here addition and scalar multiplication are coordi-

natewise as in [6, 1.2.2].) The vector space lw(E) has a natural norm, called the e-

norm, defined on it via e[xn] = sup(2 \<x',xn}\ : x' E X', \\x'\\ ^ 1} ([6, 1.2.3];

[4, Anhang 2.1]). We denote by ls(E) the linear subspace of lw(E) consisting of all

sequences {x„} such that the series 2 x„ is unconditionally convergent and

assume that ls(E) is equipped with the e-norm from lw(E). Finally, we denote by

la(E) the vector space of all sequences {x„} such that the series 2 x„ is absolutely

convergent and we assume that la(E) is equipped with the w-norm defined by

Ax„] = 2 II*.II ([4, Anhang 2.4]; [6, 1.1.4]).
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A linear, continuous operator F : A —> Y induces a linear map F* : l„(X)

-> l„(Y) by T*([x„]) = [Txn], and F is absolutely summing iff T*(lw(X))

Q la(Y) iff r*(/,(A)) Ç la(Y) ([4, Anhang 3]; [6, 2.1]). The absolutely summing

norm or 77-norm of an absolutely summing operator F : X —» F is defined to be

the operator norm of T* : lw(X) -* la(Y) (or T* : 4(A) -+ la(Y)), that is 77(F)

= sup{2 117*,,|| : [xn] E lw(E),e[xn] ̂ 1} ([7, §7]; [6, 2.2]; [4, Anhang 3.5]).
If F : CX(S) -> Y is absolutely summing, then F has a natural extension, t, to

the space J\\(B,X) of all totally measurable functions [2, 11.6.2] defined by

ff = fsfdm, f G J\i\(B,A), where m is the representing measure for F. Now

^tf(S,A) is imbedded in CX(S)" since if / G ¿M(B,X) the map »- -» (sfdv

defines a continuous linear functional on rcabv(B,A') = CX(S)' with norm ||/||,

and it is easily checked that t is just the restriction of F" to J\I{(B,X). Thus if

F is absolutely summing, T" is absolutely summing [8, Satz 15], and thus F is

absolutely summing, being the restriction of an absolutely summing map. Note

that we must also have 77(F) = 77(F") = 77(F) [8, Satz 15] since F extends F and

T" extends t. Also note that we have the following formula for the representing

measure

(2) m(B)x = f(CB x),       B E B, x E X.

Theorem 8. Let T : CX(S) -» Y be absolutely summing. Then:

(i) The representing measure m : B -> c/t<£(X, Y) has finite variation with respect

to the it-norm (denoted by m — var(nt)) and 77 - var(nt) Si 77(F).

(ii) The operator T* : C(S) -» cAS(X, Y) is absolutely summing and m(T*)

Si 77(F), where <=#¿>(X, Y) is supplied with the it-norm.

Proof. First consider (i). Let {F, : 1 á y Si A:} be pairwise disjoint from B. Let

e > 0 and for each j choose Oj E F(N) and x¡¡ EX, ;' G aJ} such that

e[x0 : i E oj] Si 1 and 2,So, IM^XII + ^ = ^(m(Bj)) (Theorem 7 and [4,

Anhang 3.5]). Thus by formula (2),

(3) 2 ■rtri.Bj)) =^ + 22 \\m(ßj)Xij\\ = £ + ¿ 2 11^^)11.
j=\ j=\ ¡Eoj j=\ ¡Boj

Now T is absolutely summing, and since

[CBjXy : 1 Si y Si k,i G o,] G lK(<M(B, X)),

i 2 wnc^x^w
(4) j-i«,

^ 77(F)sup{2 2 l<".<V(,>l : |M| S1,»e <M(B,X)'\
vy=i ieo> ./

[6, 2.2]. But e[x¡j : i G a,-] S 1 implies that for any x   E A',

(5) 2  \<*,x¥>\ = ||x'||    forl £j£k.
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Thus ifcG <=M(B,X') [2, II.9.2, Corollary 1] and |M| = v(v) ̂  1,

(6)   2 2 \<r,cBjxvy\ = 22 KK¿íA*0>l ^ 2 IK*,)II ̂ K")(S) ̂ i
7=1 le«/ j=\ ieoj y-i

by (5). By (3), (4), and (6), we have 2/=i ^(m(Bj)) = e + "'(F), and since e is

arbitrary, 2j=, T(m(Bj)) â tt(F) = 77(F). Thus m : B -* ¿#£(X, Y) has finite

variation with respect to the w-norm, and it — var(w) = 77(F).

For (ii), let {§ : \ è j ^ k} belong to C(S) and be such that sty : 1 ^ / ^ k]

S 1 in lw(C(S)). Let e > 0 and for each/ choose a, G F(N) and x^ G A, / G er,,

such that e[x¡j : /' G o,] S 1 and

(7) <F*<f,,) Sí e/2> + 2  Hr**/%)ll-
/' e o,

Now [(^oCy : 1 Si/ á &,*' £ Oj] E lw(Cx(S)) and since Fis absolutely summing,

(8)   2 2 117X^)11 á 7t(f)suP{2 2 l<",WI: H"ll = l>" e Q(S)')-

But efXy : i E oj —i 1 and £[<#>, : 1 Si / Si £] =i 1 implies that if /,-, are scalars

with Ifyl Si 1, then

(9) * = í  2 ttjïjXy G CX(S)
j=\ ieaj

has norm at most one since

||*||= sup{|<*', *(/)>! : 11*11 ^'.'ES)

^ supii 145,(01 : t E s\ á 1.

Thus, ifU={vE CX(S)' : \\v\\ Si 1},

supfi 2  K".«rV^>l :veu\

(10) = sup{|<>,*>| : v E U, all possible * in (9)} Si 1.

Using (7), (8), and (10), we obtain ^x ir(T* ty) Si £ + „-(F) so that77(F#)

Si tt(F) < 00.

Remark. Since the w-norm dominates the usual operator norm [6, 2.2.3], it

follows from Theorem 8 that m has finite variation with respect to the usual

operator norm. From [2, III. 19.3], it follows that an absolutely summing operator

is dominated. This gives an alternate proof of Corollary 5.

We now establish the converse of Theorem 8 and compute the w-norm of F.

Again we first establish some preliminary results.
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Lemma 9. Let Z be a dense linear subspace ofX. Then ls(Z) is dense in ls(X) with

respect to the e-norm.

Proof. Let 2 x„ be unconditionally convergent in X, and let 8 > 0. For each

« choose z„ G Z such that ||x„ - z„\\ < 8/2". Then 2 zn IS unconditionally

convergent and

e[xn - zn : n E N] = sup|| \(x',xn - zn)\ : ||x'|| Si \,x' E X' = Z'| < 8.

(Note that the e-norm on ls(Z) coincides with the e-norm from /S(A) since Z' and

A' are isometrically isomorphic.)

Lemma 10. Let Z be a dense linear subspace of X. A bounded linear map

T : X —» Y is absolutely summing iff its restriction to Z, Tz, is absolutely summable.

In this case, 77(F) = tr(Tz).

Proof. If F is absolutely summing, it is clear that Tz is absolutely summing.

Assume then that Tz is absolutely summing, and that 2 x„ is w.u.c. in X. Let

e > 0 and for each « pick zn E Z such that ||x„ - z„|| < e/2". Since 2 Kx',z„}\

= 2 \(x',xn)>\ + 2 \(x',z„ - xn)\ for each x' E X' = Z', 2 z„ is w.u.c. in Z,

and 2 117X11 < °°. Hence 2 l|Fx„|| < oo, and Fis absolutely summing.

The identity m(T) = -n(Tz) follows from Lemma 9 and the definition of the it-

norm.

Theorem 11. Let T : CX(S) -» Y be linear and bounded and let m be its

representing measure. Then:

(i) // m(B) E c/t£(X, Y) for each B G S3 and if m has finite variation with

respect to the tr-norm, then T is absolutely summing and 77(F) Si tr — var(w).

(ii) If T* : C(S) -> c4S(X, Y) is absolutely summing (with respect to the tr-norm

on c4S(X, Y)), then T is absolutely summing and 77(F) Si tr(T#).

Proof. First consider (i). It is enough to show that f : JWfS3,X) —> Y is

absolutely summing. By Lemma 10 it suffices to show that F restricted to

£(S3,X), the dense subspace of A-valued step functions [2, II.6.1], is absolutely

summing. Let (/ : 1 Si/ Si /c} Çj £(S3,X). We may assume that there is a

partition {F, : 1 Si /' Si M} of S by nonvoid subsets in S3 such that f

= 2/=i CE¡x¡j, 1 Si / Si k. Then tf = 2,^i m(Ej)x¡j, and since each m(E¡) is
absolutely summing,

OO
2 llfl&ll =-2 2 IWKII = 22 ME,)x¥\

2 77(m(F,.))sup{2 |<x',^.>| : ||x'|| Si l)

[6, 2.2.2].
We now obtain an estimate for each of the terms, sup(2JLi K*'**,;,)! : ll-^'ll
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(12)

Si 1}, on the right-hand side of (11). Fix /' G {I,..., M} and pick s¡ E F,. Let

x' E X' be such that ||x'|| Si 1 and define v E £(B,X)' by <>,/> = <Y,/(y,.)>,

/ G £(B,X). Note ||p|| = 1 and <»-,/}> = xy. Thus

2 l\V.**>l = 2 \<*Jj>\ ^ supii KpJj>\ : HmII ^ Ip g £(ß,xy\
7=1 7=1 V/-1 -*

so that, for each i E (1,..., A7},

sup{¿ K*',VI: 11*11 = i)

Si supii |<M,/,>| : llfill S 1,/i e £(B,A)').

From (11) and (12), we have

2 II77;II ^ 2 Hm(F,.))sup^ 2 l<M./y>l •■ IImII ái)(1e £(B,X)' \
/jß\ y=l 1=1 \,= 1 J

Si 77 - var(m)sup{2 l<M,/y>l : IImII S 1,|» e £(S,A)').

It now follows from (13) and 2.2.2 of [6] that F is absolutely summing and

77(F) = 77(F) Si 77 - var(m).

For (ii) note that if/,,... ,/„ is a finite family of functions from CX(S) and

e > 0, there is a finite family {«fy : j G a} in C(5) and {x,y : 1 Si i Si n, y G a}

such that 0 Si ^ Si 1, 2ye« <f>; = L and ||/ - 2,e„ <Py*ifH < e for 1 = 1,..., «.
(See the proof of Proposition 2 of III.19.1 of [2].) The method of proof in part (i)

can now be applied.

Combining Theorems 8 and 11, we obtain

Theorem 12. Let T : CX(S) be linear and bounded with representing measure m.

The following three conditions are equivalent:

(i) F is absolutely summing,

(ii) Each m(B) G c/fJi(X, Y), BEB, and m has finite -n-variation.

(iii) F* : C(S) —> <Jl£(X, Y) is absolutely summing with respect to the tr-norm on

cA<£(X, Y).

When (i), (ii) or (iii) holds, 77(F) = 77 - var(w) = 77(F#).

Since the absolutely summing norm dominates the usual operator norm if

m : B —> cfl<£(X, Y) has finite variation with respect to 77 (as in Theorem 12(h)),

then m has finite variation with respect to the operator norm. The converse of

this statement is false. We now give an example showing this. The example and

Theorem 13 are both due to the referee.

Theorem 13. Let X and Y be B-spaces such that if m : B -^ <JIS(X, Y) has finite

variation with respect to the usual operator norm, then m has finite variation with
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respect to the absolutely summing norm. If S is infinite, then there is a constant p

such that

(14) 77(F) á p||F||       for all T E c¿?<S(X, Y).

Proof. Assume the constant p does not exist. Then there is a sequence

T„ E cAS(X, Y) such that 77(7;) ̂  1 and ||F,|| Si 1/2". Let {sn} be a sequence of

distinct points in S. Then the measure m = 2 Tn$s„> where 8Sit is the Dirac

measure concentrated at sn, has finite || ||-variation but infinite 77-variation.

Example 1. Let X = Y = C0. Then condition (14) does not hold since if

T„(h,.. ■,tn,tn+l,. ..) = (tx,...,tn, 0,0,... ), then ||F„|| = 1 and «(C) = «.
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